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Abstract: The use of generalized Hermite-FejCr interpolation polynomials for product integration is studied. 
Algorithms for implementing this method are developed and convergence results are proved. Comparisons are made 
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1. Introduction 
In 1916, FejCr [6] introduced the now-called Hermite-FejCr (HF) interpolation polynomials 
H, f as a means to prove the Weierstrass theorem constructively using interpolatory polynomials 
rather than the approximating Bernstein polynomials. Since then, these and related polynomials 
have been studied quite intensively. A recent bibliography [ll] lists over 350 titles. However, 
their use in numerical integration has been almost completely ignored except for a recent paper 
by Alaylioglu and Lubinsky [l]. A possible explanation for this may be that in the classical HF 
case where a function f is interpolated at the zeros { zin : i = 1,. . . , n} of a polynomial p,,(x; w) 
belonging to a system of polynomials orthogonal with respect to an admissible weight function 
w, the integral 
J 1 ++Lfb) dx = i ~infbin), (1) -1 i=l 
which is the Gaussian integration rule with respect to w. (We say that a weight function w is 
admissible, WEA, if w(x) >,O in J= [-1, l] and /‘_,w(x) dx> 0.) However, in the past 
decade, there has been a renewed interest in interpolator-y product integration rules of the form 
‘(‘f) E /llk(x)f (x> dx = i win(k)f (Xin> + Enf 7 (2) 
i=l 
where the points xin, i = 1,. . . , n, are preassigned and the weights win(k), i = 1, . . ., n, are 
interpolatory, i.e., chosen so that En f = 0 whenever f E P,,_l, the set of all polynomials of degree 
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G n - 1. These weights are then computed from the Lagrange 
that 
interpolating polynomial L, f so 
ICkL,f) = k win(k)f(xin). 
i=l 
(3) 
However, in some situations it is advantageous to approximate I( kf) by I( kH,,f) rather than by 
(3) as we shall see. Thus, in this paper, we shall be concerned with product integration based on 
HF interpolation. 
In Section 2, we shall introduce the HF polynomials H,f and their generalization, extensions 
and modifications. In Section 3, we shall discuss (Lagrange) interpolatory product integration, 
give an algorithm to evaluate the weights Win(k) in terms of Mj( k), j = 0,. . . , n - 1, the 
modified moments of k with respect to some system of orthogonal polynomials { p,}, and state 
some convergence theorems. In Section 4, we shall give algorithms for evaluating the weights 
uin( k) in the formula 
in terms of the modified moments M,(k) as well as in a generalization of (4) which includes as a 
special case the product integral of the classical Hermite interpolation polynomial H,f( f ‘). We 
also give an algorithm for a particular case of this generalization as well as for a particular case 
of a modification of this generalization. In Section 5, we shall study the convergence properties 
of these and other product integration rules based on HF-type polynomials. Finally, in Section 6, 
we shall compare the product integration rules based on HF interpolation with those derived 
from Lagrange interpolation. 
2. Hermite-FejCr interpolation 
The original HF polynomials introduced by Fejer [6] to prove the Weierstrass theorem were 
defined as follows: Let 
2i - 1 
xin=cos -71 
2n ’ 
i= I,... 
and let 
where 
%(-x> 
L(x) = (x - x;J5T;(x,,) ’ 
n, n=1,2 ,..‘, (5) 
(6) 
(7) 
and 
Uin(X) = 1 - ?7,1’(Xin) x - Xin 
7X%l> ’ 
(8) 
T?7(x) = jYj (X-xin)3 (9) 
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so that hj,(xj,) = S,,, hj,(x,,) = 0, i, j = 1,. . . , n. Then the HF polynomial H, f is given by 
Hnf(x) = i f(xin)hin(X), 00) 
i=l 
and satisfies the conditions 
~J(x,,) =f(x;n)9 Hnf’(xi,) = 0, i = 1,. . ., n. (11) 
Furthermore, for all f E C(J), 
where the 
lim If- H,,f II = 0, 02) 
n-+oo 
uniform norm is defined by 
Ilgll = ygb)l. 
Clearly, a sequence { H, f } can be defined for every triangular set of points 
T={xi,:i=l ,..., II, n=l,2, . ..}. 03) 
for which the xi,, are distinct for every n. However, (12) will hold only for certain sets T. In 
Section 5, we shall mention some sets T for which (12) holds. 
The first generalization of H, f given by FejCr [7] is that of the generalized HF (GHF) 
interpolation polynomial H,, f (d,), where d, = ( dl,,, . . . , d,,)T is a vector of scalars. H, f(d,) is 
defined by 
Hnf(x; dn) = i f(xin)hin(x) + 5 diniin(x), (14 
i=l i=l 
where 
hin(x) = (X-X~n)[‘in(X)12~ (15) 
Since ii,(x,,) = 0, h^j,(x,,) = ai,, i, j = 1,. . ., n, it follows that 
K”f(x,,; dn) =f(Xin), Hnf’(xi,; d,)=d;,,, i=l,..., n. (16) 
A particular case occurs when f is differentiable at all points in T and we choose din = f ‘(x,,). 
Then, we write H, f (x; f ‘) and recover the Hermite interpolating polynomial. 
A variant of the GHF polynomial occurs when the index set of d, is a subset of { 1,. . . , n } or 
a superset. One case where it is a subset has been studied extensively under the name 
quasi-Hermite-Fejtr (QHF) polynomials. These occur when every row {xi,,}, n > 2, includes 
both endpoints f 1 and the subset excludes only the endpoints. Explicitly, with a change in 
notation, if 
l=XO*>Xln> a** >X,,>X,+in= -1, 07) 
then 
n+l ” 
Qnf<x; dn) = jzof(xin)4i,(x) +C dinQin(X), 
i=l 
(18) 
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where 
1+x r;(x) 
40??(x) = - 
l-x r;(x) 
2 ?7,2(+1)’ 
%I+&) = - 
2 Ti(-1) ’ 
4,,(x) = ii,(x,~ [1in(x)12> Qin(x) = (xyxin)++$ [1in(x)12, 
*n rn 
&(x) = 1 + (x - x,,) 
[ 
2xin T,I’(Xin) 
1 -xi2, 1 7T,I(Xin) ’ i=l >***, n. 
The GHF and QHF polynomials are special cases of the extended HF polynomials 
H,,,f(d,, epY m4) which are based on a triangular set of points T contained in the interior of J. 
If we define elP = f (1) and mlq = f ( - l), then th e extended HF polynomials interpolating to a 
function f satisfy the conditions 
Hn,qf(Xin) =f(xi,), i = l,---, n, H,,,f’(x;,) =di,, i= l,..., n, 
Hnpqf(r)(l)=e,+l,,, r=O,...,p-1, 
Hnpgf(s)(-l)=ms+l,q, s=O ,..., q-l. 
In particular, H,,,,f, Hno2 f, HnzOf and Hn22 f are GHF polynomials while H,,, f is a QHF 
polynomial. The polynomials Hnlof and H,,, f have been called almost-HF polynomials [lo]. 
Explicit formulas for Hnp4f E P2n_-l+p+q are given in [14]. See also [30]. 
We conclude this section with definitions of normality and p-normality. A triangular set of 
points T is said to be normal (p-normal) with respect to HF or GHF interpolation if 
u,,(x)>0 (ui,(x)>~>O), i=l,..., n, n=l,2 ,..., XEJ. 
p-normality implies that H, f is a positive operator and that H, f (d,) is a monotone operator. 
One can define quasi-normality (quasi-p-normality) in a similar fashion, namely that 
cin(x)aO (fii,(x)>p>O), i=l,..., n, n=l,2 ,..., XEJ. 
Similarly, we can define extended normality and extended p-normality with respect to extended 
HF interpolation. Clearly, a small perturbation of a p-normal set will be pi-normal with 
0 < pI -c p. For example, the perturbation of (5) given by 
2k-1 
cos Pin, cos -71, 2n 
k=2 ,..., n-l, 
where 0 < pi,, = T- p,,,, < :dqr/n, and d = 1.3672 [29]. 
3. Lagrange interpolatory product integration 
In product integration based on Lagrange interpolation, we are given a triangular set of points 
T, a function k E L,(J) and a function f E R(J), the set of all Riemann-integrable functions in 
J. Since 
L,f(x) = 5 f(xin)zin(X)~ 09) 
i=l 
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we have that the weights w;,(k) in (3), are given by 
w;,(k) = I(kZ;,). (20) 
If we have a sequence of polynomials { p,} orthogonal with respect to a convenient w E A and 
we choose an appropriate triangular set T, then we can get an alternate expression for win(k) in 
terms of the modified moments of k, Mj( k) = I( kpj), j = 0,. . . , n - 1. To this end, we introduce 
a discrete inner product 
[f, 81 = ,$lPinf(xin)g(xinJ. (21) 
where (xi,,, pin) are the points and weights in a Gauss, Radau or Lobatto integration rule with 
respect to w. Explicitly, the points xi,, are the zeros of 
iT,(x) = (1 - x)‘(l +x)“$,-Jx), (22) 
where Y, s E (0, l}, 6(x) = (1 - x)‘(l + x)‘w(x), and $,,, are orthogonal with respect to + E A. 
The Gauss case corresponds to Y + s = 0, the Radau cases to Y + s = 1, and the Lobatto case to 
r + s = 2. We now write 
(23) 
Hence 
n-l 
win(k) =~in C [Pj, Pj]-lPj(xin)M,(k). (24) 
j=O 
For w(x) = (1 - x2)-+ and w(x) = 1 for which the orthogonal polynomials are respectively 
the Chebyshev polynomials q(x) and the Legendre polynomials Pi(x), there exist recurrence 
relations for Mj( k) for a variety of functions k. For the Chebyshev case, see [20], and for the 
Legendre case, [9]. See also Paget [19] who gives algorithms for the evaluation of I( kL,f) when 
k(x) = w(x) exp(ihx), X real, 
k(x)=w(x)log]x-A], -l<X<l, 
k(x) =w(x) Ix--AIS, s> -1, -l<A<l, 
and 
w(x) = (1 - x)a(l + #, CX, p > -1, (25) 
with special cases, (Y = p = - : and (Y = jI = 0. 
For w(x) = (1 - x2)-; and (xin, pLin) either the Gauss or the Lobatto rule, (24) simplifies as 
follows: 
Gauss: xin given by (5), w;,(k) = + ‘$’ I;(xi,)Mj(k), (26) 
J=o 
Lobatto: xin = cos ST, i= l,..., n, 
I & i’I;(xi,)Mj(k), i=l, n, wi,(k) = J=o --&E’4(xi,)Mj(k), i=2 ,..., n-l. J=o (27) 
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Note that throughout this paper C’ indicates that the first term in the sum is halved and C”, that 
the first and last terms are halved. The Lobatto case corresponds to the use of the so-called 
modified Clenshaw-Curtis rules [20,24]. 
As for convergence, we have the following results by Rabinowitz and Smith [22] which are the 
culmination of a long series of investigations on the subject. 
1. If the points of T are the Gauss, Radau or Lobatto points with respect to any w E A, then 
I(kL,f) -+ I(kf) as n -+ co, (28) 
for all f~ R(J) provided that 
Furthermore, the companion rule 
i: I~;,(k)If(xi,>~~(lklf) asn-+oo. (29) 
1=1 
2. Let US define a weight function w E A to be a generalized smooth Jacobi weight function, 
w E GSJ, if 
??I+1 
w(x)=$(x),Qe Ix--p? $‘O> (30) 
wherel=t,>t,> ... >tm>tm+i= -1, m>O, yj> -1, j=O,...,m+l,and 
/ 
1 
a($, t)t-’ dt < cc, 
0 
where w( #, t) is the modulus of continuity of 4. We now have that if the points of T are the 
zeros of 
(1 - x)V + x)sP,-,-,(x), r, s E (0, l}, 
where { p,} are orthogonal with respect to w E GSJ, then (28) and (29) hold for all f~ R(J) 
provided that for some p > 1 
(a> kELp, 
(b) (1 - x)-“‘(1 +x)-“+% EL,, 
(c) k(x)(l - x)‘-‘(1 +x)“-++-; E Lp. 
Note that if Y = s = 0, condition (b) holds automatically. If, in addition, w(x) = (1 - x2)-$, 
then condition (c) reduces to condition (a) so that in this case, only the mildest condition is 
required on k to insure convergence. A similar situation occurs when r = s = 1 and w(x) = (1 - 
x2):, in which case the xin are the Clenshaw-Curtis points [24]. In contrast, when w(x) = 1 and 
r = s = 0, in which case the x,, are the classical Gauss-Legendre points, convergence is insured 
only if 
/ 
1 k(x)(l - x2)pap’ dx < cc for some 6 > 0. 
-1 
This is what led us to consider using I( kH,f) instead of I( kL, f ). 
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4. Algorithms for HF product integration 
In this section we shall give several algorithms for product integration using modified 
moments. The first is a general algorithm based on GHF interpolation which includes Hermite 
interpolation as a particular case. The second is a special case of this algorithm for the triangular 
set given by (5) which is very useful in practice. The third is an algorithm based on QHF 
interpolation for the Clenshaw-Curtis points. 
We shall first consider the GHF interpolating polynomial H,f( d,) approximating a given 
function f. Then the approximation to I( kf) is given by 
I(kHnf Cd,)) = k u,n(k)f(xin) + i cin(k)d,n, (31) 
I=1 i=l 
where 
ui,(k) =I(khi,)> i;,,(k) = I(k&,). (32) 
We now choose a convenient w E A and the corresponding sequence of orthogonal polynomials 
{ p,} for which we can evaluate the modified moments M,(k). As interpolating points we choose 
the Gauss, Radau or Lobatto points with respect to*w as in Section 3 and define the discrete 
inner product (21). We now seek to expand h,, and hi, in terms of the orthogonal polynomials 
Pi, say 
2n-1 2n-1 
hin(x) = C aijPj(x), h^in(x) = C 'ijPj(x); 
j=O j=O 
for once we have (33), we can write 
2n-1 2n-1 
‘in(k) = C aijM,(k), &,(k) = c a^,jMj(k). 
j=O j=O 
We proceed as follows: since hi,(xj,) = tSij = lin(xjn), 
hin(x) = rin(x) + i7,(x)C?i,n-l(x)~ 
where ii,(x) is given by (22) and qi,n_l E P,_i. Since hj,(xj,) = 0 
qr,n-1(X/J =
- ‘i:, (xjn > 
77,1Cxjn) ’ 
which can be computed. Hence, we can determine qi,n_ 1 from 
n-1 (4i,n-1, Pj) n-1 [4i.n-12 Pj] n-l 
qi2-1(x)= I?0 (pj, pj) Pj(x)= IGo [pj, p,] Pl(x)= ,~ob~jPj(x) 
Since Zi, (x) is given by (23), we have 
n-l n-l 
hin(x) = C cijPj(x) + ii,(x) C bijPj(x), 
j=O j=O 
where 
C 
pinPj(Xin) 
“= [Pj? PI] . 
(33) 
(34) 
(35) 
(36) 
(37) 
(38) 
(39) 
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If we now write 
n+j 
ii,(x>Pj(x) = C SjkPk(X), 
k=O 
we finally get 
I 
n-1 
cij+ c bikSkj> O<j<n-1, 
k=O 
aij = n-1 
c bikSkjT n<j<2n-1. 
k=j-n 
The evaluation of Zlj is much simpler. Since 
~i,(x)=(x-xjn)[~I.(X)]2=~n77n(X)~in(X), 
where d:, = l/ii,‘( xin) and Zi,(x) = C/II,$jjpj(x), we have 
(42) 
n-1 
hin(x) = Ji,+n(x) C cijPj(x), (43) 
j=O 
so that, using (40) we have 
Zij = 
I 
n-1 
d::, c ‘ik’kj, O<j<n-1, 
k=O 
n-l (44 
4, c cikskj, n <j < 2n - 1. 
k=j-n 
The algorithm simplifies if we choose w(x) = (1 - r 0, 
by (5), pi = ii, = T,, ii,‘(xi,) = (- l)‘n, l;‘(x) = j+,(x), 
where 17, E Pm is the Chebyshev polynomial of the second kind, sjk = 0, k f n + j, n -j and 
‘j,n +j = s~,~_, = i. The algorithm is thus as follows: 
n-1 1 
‘inCx) =C’ cijT,(x), 
j=O 
Cij= ~?;(Xin), 
CIi,n-l(Xjn) = i l$: (-‘)ki-lkCikUk-l(Xj”), bij= + k~~~i.n-l(xk.)l;(xk,), 
I 
‘i0 7 j= 0, 
cij+ibi,,_j l<j<n-1, 
aij= biO, j=n, 
ibi,j-, > n+l<j<2n-1, 
I 
(-l)‘$, l<j<n-1, 
&j= (-l)n?, j=n, 
i 
(_l)jcy;n, n+l<j<2n-1. 
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For w(x) = 1, the appropriate choice of points is the Lobatto rule as we shall see in Section 5. 
Thus pi = Pj, the Legendre polynomial, and fin(x) = (1 - x’)P,‘_,(x). There is no simplification 
and the algorithm requires the computations of Lobatto rules. If we wish to use the Gauss points, 
the appropriate approximation to f is the QHF polynomial, which can be evaluated by an 
algorithm similar to that for the GHF polynomial. Here, we shall give this algorithm for the 
special case where the xin, i = 0,. . . , n + 1, are zeros of (1 - x2)Un(x), the Clenshaw-Curtis 
case. Here also w(x) = (1 - x2)-; and pi = 7;. 
From (18) we have that 
n+l 
'(kQnf>= C zij(')f(x;rz)+ kt(k)din, 
i=o i=l 
wherezi,(k)=I(kq,,), .?i,(k)=I(k~in)andx,,=cosi~/(n+l), i=O,...,n+l.Wehavethat 
I?+1 
l;,(X) = C”CijTi(X), 
j=O 
( &q(xin)y i=O, n+l, cij = $$T,(xinl~ i= l,..., n, 
4inCx) =‘inCx> + 0 -x2>Un(x)ri,n-1(x), 
L-lbjn) = 
-llk(xjn> 
(l - x,fn)K'(xjn) ’ 
j=l,...,n, 
$X-*(x> = c 
‘-l cYi,n-*, q) U.( ) = “2:’ [1;,,-1, %] U,( ) = nclb,,U,( ) 
jr0 (~, ~) ’ x j=O [ ~, u/] J x j=O ” ’ x ’ 
Here, the pi,, in (21) are the weights in the Gauss-Chebyshev integration rule of the second kind 
[5, p.481 and are given by 
pin=- sin’s, i=l,..., n, 
n+l 
and (q., Uj) = [rl;, U,] = $R so that 
b,j = L!f- i sin2 nk+“l 
hi-2 k=l - ~,n-lbkn)qi;.(xkn). 
Since 
(l -x2)cln(x)~(x) = f(T,-j- Tn+j+Z), 
we have that 
2n+l 
4in(IX)= C aijq(x>, 
j=O 
94 
with 
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a 10 = c;o, aij = cij + ib, n_j, j=l ,-.*, n, 
‘i,n+l = Ci,n+17 a,j= -+b. 1,/-n-2 9 j=n+2 ,...,2n+ 1, 
so that 
2n+l 
z;,,(k) = c ajjMi(k). 
j=O 
For i,,(k) = C:!!:’ a^;jMj( k), the computation is simpler since 
ain = C1 -x2>K(x>rin(x> = C1 - x2>LTn(x)‘in(x) (1 - x;?Jq’(x;,) (n + W-L1(x;,> . 
Hence 
: 
0, j=O, n+l, 
‘i n-j 
hijZ 2(rz + l)‘U,&,) ’ j= l,..*, ny 
-Ci,j-n-2 
2(n+1~U,_l~Xin~ y j=n+L..Jn+1. 
5. Convergence of HF product integration rules 
Our first observation is that if any sequence of HF-type interpolation polynomials, say g” f, 
converges uniformly to f in J for all f E C(J), then 
I(kE,,f) +I(kf) as n-+ co, (45) 
for all k E L,(J). This follows immediately from the inequality 
Iljlk(x)(f(x) -H,f(x)) dxi 6 Ilf-nf llj-)+) ldx. 
We shall therefore list first the cases in which we have uniform convergence: 
1. If T is a p-normal set, then H, f(d,) satisfies (12) provided that ) d,, I < nppr for any 6 > 0 
[12]. Similarly, if T is a quasi-p-normal set, then Q,,f( d,) satisfies (12) provided that I din I < B 
[23]. In fact, if T is an extended-p-normal set and 0 up, q G 2, then H,,,f(d,, ep, mq) satisfies 
(12) if din, e2p, mZq = O(nP-‘) [28]. A similar result is probably true for any extended-p-normal 
set and the corresponding extended HF interpolation polynomial H,,,,f(d,, ep, mq) with 
I din I y I erp I y I msq I G B. 
In particular, if T is the triangular matrix of zeros of the Jacobi polynomials PJ’*Vp), (Y, ,f3 > - 1, 
then we have an extended-p-normal situation if (Y E [ p - 1, p), /I E [q - 1, q] and 
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Hn,,f(dn> ep> m4) satisfies (12), if d,, ep, m4 satisfy the following [30]: 
1 
o(n log n), p-l<cw,<p-+, q-l@,<q-;, 
I din I = 
oh 
-2a+2p 
1, p-:<cx<p, q-lQ<q-+, 
o(n 
-2p+2q 
)3 p-l<a,<p-:, q-+<p<q, 
(46) 
o(n 
2 ~n(P-a, 4-y, p - + < a <p, q-i<P<q, 
(erP( =o(n2’-*), r=l,..., p, ImsqI =o(n2s-2), s=l,..., q. 
Important special cases are GHF interpolation based on zeros of T,(X) and (1 - x2) P,‘_ ,( x) and 
QHF interpolation based on zeros of P,(x) and U,(x). 
2. If T is the triangular matrix of zeros of Pn(“,p) and p-+<a<p,q-t<P<q and 
I a - /3I eg 1, then H,,,f(d,, ep, mq) satisfies (12) if di, = 0, erp = 0, r >, 2, msq = 0, s >, 2 [30]. 
These conditions could probably be relaxed to I din 1, I erp 1, I msq I < B. 
3. If T is the matrix of zeros of (1 - x2) P,(x)P,‘(x), then H, f satisfies (12) [26]. This matrix 
is normal. 
4. If T is the matrix of zeros of the orthogonal polynomial p,( x; w) with respect to a 
generalized Jacobi weight function of the form 
W(X) =+(x)(1 - x)“(l +x)8, 4 > 0, (47) 
where $ E C’(J) and $’ E Lipl, which we denote by w E GJC, then H, f satisfies (12) if 
- 1 < (Y, p < 0. Furthermore, H,,,f(d,, ep, mq) satisfies (12) if (Y E [p - 1, p), j3 E [q - 
1, q), (Y, /3 >, 0 and d,, = 0, erp = 0, r 2 2, msq = 0, s > 2 [18]. 
5. If T is the matrix of zeros of the orthogonal polynomials Pn(a,P) with respect to the weight 
function 
W(X) = 1x1 2a+y1 - x2)p, (48) 
then H,, f satisfies (12) if - 1 < a, p < 0 and /3 - (Y < i [27]. 
Furthermore, if we define H,f(A,, B,,, C,,, 0,) E P2n+p+2q_-1 as follows. Let ykn = -y_,, be 
the kth positive zero of PiuTp) and p=[2a]+l, P=p+l-(-l)“, q=[p]+l and let 
A,, B,, C,, D, be vectors of lengths 2m, P, q and q, respectively, where m = [in]. Then 
Hnf(A, B,, C,,, D,,) satisfies 
H,f(y,,,) =f(ykn), k= fl,..., km, H,‘f(yk) =akn, k= +l,..., km, 
H,?f (0) = b,., > r=O, 1 7 . * . 9 P - 1, b,,, = f (0), (omit if n even and p = 0) 
H,‘“‘f(l) = c,,, , s=o,...,q-1, Con =f (0, 
H,‘“‘f(-l)=d,,, s=O ,..., q-l, don =f(-1). 
Ifp> -1, a> -3: 
akn 
n2p-2n 
,n 
29-28 
, b,,=o(n’), r=l,..., P-l, 
c,,, d,,=o(n2S), s=l,..., q-l, 
then H,f(A,, B,,, C,,, 0,) satisfies (12) [13]. 
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6. If xin are given by (5) and fin f satisfies 
gnf (xin) =f (xin), &f’(Xin)=O, i=l,..., n, 
and either 
r?,f (1) =f (l), E?,f’(-1) =o, 
or 
&f(-1) =f(-l), &f’(l) =o, 
or 
I?,f’(-1) =&f’(l) =o, 
(49) 
(50) 
(51) 
(52) 
or 
I?,f’(l) =0 or tinf’(-1) =O, 
then (12) holds [2]. 
7. If xin = cos in/(n + l), i = 1,. . . , n, and gn f satisfies (49) and either (SO), (51) or (52), then 
(12) holds [3]. 
8. If xin are the zeros of P,$- f, and I?, f satisfies (49) and either (50) or 
Ei,f (1) =f (l), tinf’(*l) =o, 
or I?,‘f ‘( - 1) = 0, then (12) holds [4]. Similar results hold if xin are the zeros of Pn(-;vf) with + 1 
replaced by + 1. 
9. If { xin} = ((2i - l)n/2n, i = 1,. .., n, i#s, n-s, s fixed}U{-l,l}, then H,f and Q,f 
satisfy (12) [16]. 
lO.Jf { xin} are the zeros of either (1 + x)P,(h;;)(x), (1 - x)P,(Ii3$)(x), or (1 - x2)U,_,(x), 
and H,, f satisfies 
tinf(xi,) =f(xin), i= l,..., n, 
I?,f ‘(xin) = O> i=l ,..., n, i#kforafixedk, 
then I&f satisfies (12) [15]. 
If (12) does not hold, we may still have (45) if we have uniform convergence of H, f to f in 
[ - 1 + 6, 1 - 61 for any S E (0, 1) and uniform boundedness of H, f. This occurs, for example, 
when T is normal [12] since the uniform boundedness of H, f follows from the inequalities 
min f(xi,) <H,f(x) <max f(xi,), ~EJ. 
To show (45), we write 
+ II f - Hnf II [-~+s,I-s] /i,l k(x) I dx= Tl+ T,, 
where H = sup, 1) H,f I( < 00. Since k E L,(J), we can choose 6 such that TI < 3~. Then for 
every n > no(<), T2 < $E. 
We have normality if { xin } are the zeros of Pi’*, p), fx, j3 G 0 [30] or of P, + LIP,_,, ) a I < 1 [S]. 
We have extended normality in a Hnpq process based on the zeros of Pn(“,p) if cx = p or p = q 
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[30]. The above conditions, namely uniform convergence in [ - 1 + 6, 1 - S] and uniform 
boundedness, also hold when the { xin } are zeros of pn(x; W) where w E GJC and (Y = 0 or /3 = 0 
WI. 
In the normal and p-normal cases we have a stronger convergence result given by the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 1. If { H, f } IS an HF sequence based on a normal set T such that (45) holds for all 
f E C(J) and all k E L,(J), then (45) holds for all f E R(J) and all k E L,(J). 
Proof. By normality, 
H,f(x) = 5 hi,(x)f(xj,) with hi,(x) 2 0. 
i=l 
Hence, 
J * W(x) IH,f(x) dx= 5 %(k)f(x;,) 
(53) 
-1 i=l 
has all nonnegative weights Ui,( k). 
Now, since (53) converges to I( 1 k 1 f) f or all f~ C(J), and has all nonnegative weights, then 
it converges for all f E R(J) [5, p.1291. Since 
$i I %2(k) I 4 i %nu4 (54) 
i=l 
we can use the theorem of Polya [5, p.1301 as generalized to weighted integrals [21] to prove that 
(45) holds for all f E R(J). q 
Corollary 2. Assume that we have a sequence of HF-type interpolation polynomials of the form 
E,,f(x) =H,,f(x) +aTAn(x>, 
where A,,(x) is a vector of polynomials and a is a vector of scalars, such that (1 I?, f - f ]I -+ 0 for 
all a satisfying a set of conditions C. Then: if the null vector satisfies C, then the theorem holds for 
{H,f 1. 
Proof. Since the null vector satisfies C, I] H,f - f ]I + 0. Hence I] aTA, ]I < )I I?,, f - 
fII+IIH,f-fII+o. 0 
This theorem and its corollary show, in particular, that the product integration rules based on 
H,,,f(d,, et,, m4) where the {xiv} are zeros of Pn(“Yp) with (Y E [p - 1, p), p E [q - 1, q) and 
d,, er and m4 satisfying (46) or with a~[p-1, p], PE[q-1, q] and d,=e,=m,=O, 
converge for all f E R(J) and all k E L,(J). 
The next set of convergence results by Alaylioglu and Lubinsky [l] are for the case of bounded 
k, ]I k ]I < B. They are as follows: 
1. Let T be the matrix of zeros of p,( x; w) where w E GJC with - 1 < (Y, p < 1 and let 
{ H, f (d,)} be a sequence of GHF polynomials such that 
Id,,]=0 9 , 
( 1 
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where A = min(1 - q, i), 77 = max(a, j3); then for all f~ R(J), (45) holds uniformly in k such 
that 1 k 1 <B. 
2. Let T be the matrix of zeros of (1 - x2)p,_,( x; w) where w E GJC with : < (Y, /3 < 1 and 
let P,f(d,)] b e such that ( di, 1 = O(min(log n/n;, n29-2)), then for all f~ C(J), (45) holds 
uniformly in k such that )I k (I < B. If : < (Y, j3 < 1, (45) holds for al% fE R(J). 
Our final set of convergence results are based on the work of Nevai and VCrtesi [17]. We first 
define the function space L,P where p > 0 and u(x) = (1 - x)=(1+ x)~, a, b > - 1 by 
L,p = (f: j-;lu(x) I f(x) I p dx < cc). 
Then: if T is the matrix of zeros of p,( x; W) where w E GJC, then H,f + f in L,P for every 
f E C(J) if and only if w-l E L,P. (This result also appears to be true for H,, f (d,) if I di, I < B.) 
If p 2 1, we can define a norm I] f II u,p in L,P. When p = 1 and we set U(X) = 1, then we recover 
the result of Alaylioglu and Lubinsky for f E C(J). If we set u(x) = (1 - x)“(l + x)~, then we 
get that (45) holds for all f E C(J) provided that ]I k/w (I < A. In either case, we can reduce the 
requirements on k since for any w E GJC, H, f -+ f uniformly in [ - 1 + 6, 1 - S] [18]. Hence, if 
kELI(J) and satisfies Ik(x)l <Au(x) in [-1, - 1 + 61 U [l - 6, 11, then (45) holds for all 
f E C(J)- 
If p > 1, we have by the Holder inequality that 
II k(f - Hnf > II G II f - Kf II u,p II ku-’ II u,q, ;++=1. 
Hence, if we can find a weight function u such that w-l E L,P and ku-’ E L4,, then (45) holds 
for all f E C(J). If we take a = p’~ - 1 + e/( 4 - 1) and b = p/3 - 1 + e/( 4 - 1) in the definition 
of u, then w-i E L,P. Hence (45) holds for all f E C(J) if 
J i Ik(x) I”(1 -x)-q0(1 +x)-qp(l -x2)‘-l+’ dx< cc for some q> 1, -1 
and, in particular, with 4 = 2, if 
J 
1 
_lk2(x)(1 - ~)l-~~-~(l + x)~-~‘-~ dx < co. 
In the above paper, there is another convergence result which is of interest because it allows f 
to be unbounded. A weight function of the form (47) is said to be a GJA weight if 4 ” E L,(J) 
and a GJB weight if + E C(J) and w(#, t)t-’ E L,(O, 1) where w(+, t) is the modulus of 
continuity of J/. Let U(X) = (1 - x)“(l + x)~ where a and b are unrestricted and suppose that 
f E R[-8, S] for every SE (0, 1) and I f(x) ( < G(x), x E J. Let T be the triangular set of 
zeros of p,,(x, w) where w E GJA or w E GJB. Then H, f (d,) -+ f in L’, if 1 din I G B and either 
of the following conditions holds: 
(i) w E GJA and wu(1 - x2); E L,(J). 
(ii) w E GJB and wu(1 - x2)-: E L,(J). 
Consequently, if ]I k/w 11 < B, (45) holds for all f E R[ - 8, 61 for every S E (0, 1) such that 
I f(x) 1 G Cv(x) in J, i.e., f may be unbounded in J. 
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6. Comparison of Lagrange and HF product integration 
The main advantage of HF product integration is that there are many triangular sets T such 
that (45) holds for all k E L,(J) and all f~ C(J), or even all f E R(J) and such that the 
computation is stable, since 
as follows from (54) and (53). This is in contrast to the Lagrange case where it is known that for 
any triangular set T there exist f E C(J) and k E L,(J) such that (28) does not hold [25]. 
On the other hand, if we impose a mild condition on k, namely that k E L,(J) for some p > 0 
or even that 
s l Ic+!dIkb)l)l dx<c-Q, -1 
then (28) holds for all f E R(J) provided we choose T appropriately, for example, the points 
given by (5) or the Clenshaw-Curtis points [24]. Thus, if we can choose T at will, we can almost 
always use Lagrange product integration since it is simpler and more accurate if f is smooth as 
we shall see. However, if we are constrained to use a particular triangular set T, for instance, the 
Gauss-Legendre points, then the use of HF product integration may be preferable, provided we 
have convergence results for that T. 
In general, there is a wider choice of triangular sets for which convergence results exist for 
Lagrange product integration than for HF product integration. Thus, whereas almost all 
explicitly known triangular sets for which convergence results for HF interpolation exist are 
connected with zeros of Jacobi or generalized Jacobi polynomials, in the Lagrange case we have 
convergence for zeros of any sequence of orthogonal polynomials for suitably restricted k. And 
even in the case of generalized Jacobi polynomials, the Lagrange situation is more general, 
allowing interior singularities in the weight function, whereas the only case of an interior 
singularity in the HF case is in the weight function (48). 
However, this is not the main advantage of Lagrange product integration. The superiority of 
Lagrange product integration manifests itself when we consider the rate of convergence for 
smooth functions. In the Lagrange case, if (28) holds, then 
I I(kf > - I(kLnf > I G c(k)%,(f >, f E C( J>, 
where 
En-,(f > = ,$, II f -P II) ,I 
and 
c(k) = sup i l 
n 1=1 
in I + j--I I k(x) Idx 1251. 
In the HF case, the best we can say is that 
II f - Hnf II = ob-‘), 
if f E HP, 0 < p < 1 [30], which implies that 
II(I(kH,f)I =O(rV), O<p<l. 
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Thus, if f E HP, but no more, then Lagrange and HF product integration have the same rate of 
convergence. However, if f is smooth, E,_,(f) goes to zero much more rapidly than n-l 
whereas in the HF case, n-i convergence is the best possible. 
There is one case where the HF case is superior to the Lagrange case for smooth functions and 
that is if we use the Her-mite interpolation polynomial, H, f( f '), involving the computation of 
first derivatives of f. In this case, it is easy to see that if we have a convergent situation, i.e., if we 
choose an appropriate triangular set T, then 
where 
c,(k) = I1 1 k(x) 1 dx + k l%n(~)I+ It lkI(~>I > -1 i=l i=l I 
and 
J%,-,(f)= ps92n_, max(I!f-pII, IIf’-~‘11). 0 
To summarize: save for some rare occasions, Lagrange product integration is preferable to HF 
product integration in practical situations. Only if we are constrained to use a particular 
triangular set for which we have convergence in the HF case and not in the Lagrange case for the 
particular k and f involved should we use HF product integration. On the other hand, if we can 
evaluate the first derivative of f conveniently, then the Hermite product integration rule will 
generally give superior performance unless we are constrained to use a particular triangular set 
for which we have convergence in the Lagrange case and not in the Her-mite case. 
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